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Country Profile of Myanmar
 Location
 Lat : 9° 58 to 28° 29 North

 Lon: 92° 10 to 101° 10 East

 Area
 Total Land Area : 676,577

km2
 Population
 51 millions (2014 Census)
 8 major ethnic groups
 Annual Rainfall
 Range: 500 to 5,000 mm
 Temperature
 33° C (Average)
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Forest Resource Base
under Forest Department
Reserved Forests (829)
& Protected Public Forests (365)
- 24.89 % of country area
Protected Areas (40)
- 5.79% of country area

Protected Area
Reserved Forest
Protected Public Forest

Culture of Myanmar

culture

Religion
 Buddhist
 Muslim
 Christian

Location of study areas

Total area : 809,992 acres;
Topography (1) mountainous area (500-1,100 m) in northern part, (2)
plain area (600-1,000 m) in middle part and (3) upland/plateau area
(1,000-1,200 m) in southeast part.
Forest area: 18.8% (152,523 acres) of the land area is classified as PFE,
i.e. 146,000 acres of RF and 6,520 acres of PPF.
Major crops: maize (61,382 acres), paddy (25, 160 acres), sugar cane
(23,996 acres) and wheat (6,230 acres)
No of villages: 41 village tracts and 282 villages (Statistic data of FDNyaung Cho office 2014-2015).

Study villages
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Pagoda
Monastery with 157 post of Teak wood (Phone Kyi
Kyaung)

dynamics of shifting cultivation
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Until 1983, crops were grown for home consumption.
Increased shifting cultivation area because of high demand of market, weak
law enforcement, limited alternative options for livelihood
Number of households depend on economic conditions

lesser known crops and commercial crop

landscape of Nyaung Htauk village
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spiritual beliefs
 Villagers believe that ashin gyi (spirit) takes care of their farming, health and economic.
That is why, the forest where there is home of a shin gyi have to be safeguarded.
 When there is village ceremony, before they start the ceremony, the villagers come to the
forest to pray for the sprit to protect them from danger
 Whenever they buy car or motorbike, the villages came to the forest to show and to pray
for the spirit for safety
 When cows or buffalos or human disappear, they came spiritual forest to pray for the spirit
to return back safely
 Villagers came to the forest to pray the spirit three times a year: War Win (middle of June),
War Kyut (October) Thingyan (April) as a community affairs by entertaining traditional
music, locally called Byaw. By the time of planting upland rice, paddy and beans, villager
offer the spirit not only rice and snacks but also paddy from upland and lowland and
beans with the aim of securing food by achieving high yield productivity and water for
good raining conditions. Nowadays, villagers who offer farm products become rare as
they mainly produce hybrid maize.

locally-accepted rules
 Local communities and buffalos are allowed to access
 Cutting standing trees for commercial and local use are also prohibited although
broken twigs and branches are allowed for fuelwood
 If the villagers need the trees to build monastery and other community uses, they
can ask for the permit to cut trees through by the person who take care of spirits
locally called Nat-Htein
 He ask for the permit from the spirits on behalf of the villages for cutting trees
 Planted bamboo is allowed to be utilized

watershed forest

locally-accepted rules (village A)
 If outsider cut tree from this patch of forest, the person will be punished 1 lack (100,000
kyat) and for villager, the punishment is 13,000 kyat.
 For anyone who informs about cutting of trees in this forest, the person gets reward.
 Local people have rule for allocating water for irrigation. There are five groups, each with
ten members. Every group gets water once in five days. The ten households use the water
in that day according to the area of their home garden and irrigation land called Ye Chan in
Myanmar language.
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locally-accepted rules (village C)
 . In spring water resource, place for fetching drinking water, taking a bath for people and
taking a bath for buffalo are demarcated.
 Although villagers are allowed to use broken twigs and branches for fuelwood, cutting
standing trees are prohibited
 If the trees are fall down by the wind, villagers can use broken twigs and branches of trees
but authority to manage fallen trees is in the hand of village administration
 If someone cuts down the trees, everybody used to inform to one of the ten household
leaders or village head. The village administration organization punishes the person who
cuts down the tree in spring water resources illegally
 They use green punishments such as collecting the timber they cut and sharing labour for
road construction and donating lime for the Monastery. Sometimes, they also collect the
fund.
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core elements of effective resource management
• main reasons for conserving these forests and trees are:
for forest (1) watershed value (2) spiritual belief and (3) cemetery;
for trees (1) spiritual belief, (2) providing shade for human and livestock,
(3) source of fuelwood and (4) source of fruit (mainly inside monastery).
• maintain a higher biodiversity than original open canopy forest.
• core elements of effective resource management are: locally- accepted rules
respected by generations to generations; spiritual beliefs; water supply
source for washing, irrigation, watering for homegarden and household
consumption including for livestock; and graduated sanctions to punish
violations of rules.

Discussions
• Documentation
states/regions

of

traditional

forest

management

practices

in

various

• Protection and recognition of traditional forest management practices in
decentralized legal framework
 Customary tenure in National Land Use Policy
 Community Forestry
 Private Forest
• Research development on TFK cooperating with regional and international
organizations

• Local government support for sustainable development of watershed forests such
as boundary demarcation, tree planting, conservation of indigenous watershed
tree speices
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